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Spring
Air

Dear Andante Traveller,
Spring is an excellent time to get away to an ancient world destination. Not only will you be met with milder 
temperatures – ideal for visiting sun-bleached ruins in places that are set beneath the beating sun for most of 
the year – you will avoid the summer tourist rush and prices tend to be lower. 

From a domestic tour that explores the ancient fortification that is Hadrian’s Wall to itineraries that showcase 
incredible ruins on beautiful Greek islands and beyond, there’s something for every kind of traveller this spring.

Several of our tour prices are increasing from 4th February but we are excited to share that all the prices and 
any discounts displayed in this brochure are available exclusively to everyone who has received it. If you book 
by 28th February, you can secure your chosen tour at the price shown and save up to £200 on selected tours. 
To take advantage of this limited time offer, please contact our Specialist Sales Executive today.

Best wishes, 

Jackie Willis
CEO 

H O W  T O  B O O K
If you are interested in joining one of our tours and want to know more, please do give our  
Specialist Sales Executives a call today. They are ready to help with your questions. 

If you have already booked a place on one of our tours and require further information,  
please get in touch with our experienced Customer Care team.

C A L L  T O D AY : 0 1 7 2 2  6 7 1  1 0 7
Alternatively, all of our tours are available to book online.

V I S I T  O U R  W E B S I T E :  A N D A N T E T R A V E L S . C O . U K
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Andante

Winners

    V A L U E

CELEBRATING A TRIUMPH, THANKS TO YOU 

We are thrilled to share that we won in both categories we were nominated in for this year’s British Travel Awards! Andante Travels 
brought home the top prize of Gold for Best Travel Company for Special Interest Holidays as well as Silver in the Best Travel 
Company for Southern Europe/Canaries. As always, thank you so much for showing your appreciation by voting, it really does 
mean the world to us and we are excited for all the ancient world adventures that await in 2023. 

B R I T I S H  T R A V E L  A W A R D S

MORE WAYS TO SAVE 

If being stuck at home for the past few years has unleashed your sense of adventure, we understand that you might be searching 
for something extra special. Perhaps you have dreamed of your own personal odyssey, weaving your way through the landscapes 
and cities of a single destination country and immersing yourself in its archaeology and history or following a theme across modern 
day borders into ancient world kingdoms. We would like to bring your dream to fruition and a number of our expert-led tours 
were carefully designed so that that their start and end dates coincide, meaning you can book them back-to-back to make up for 
all the valuable travel time that we’ve lost and enjoy an extended tour experience. 

BACK-TO-BACK TOURING 

To identify tours that can be booked back-to-back, just look for a gold box on the relevant tour page. What’s more, if you book any 
of our back-to-back tour combinations in the same transaction, you will enjoy a discount of £150pp off your total. Minimum spend 
£1,500 per person. Deposit payable on each tour.

MULTI-TOUR DISCOUNT

If you book three or more tours in the same calendar year, you will receive £150pp off your third booking. To qualify for this 
discount, at least two of your three tour bookings must be for overseas destinations. The discount excludes Study Day bookings.
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Knwn
L O O K I N G  F O R W A R D  T O  M A K I N G 
T H E  U N K N O W N ,

One of the joys of discovering archaeology with Andante is you can look forward to what you 
might not have considered looking forward to. Visiting sites you may not know much about is an 
integral part of any Andante tour and those places which sit just outside the range of the average 
visitor’s focus, bring depth and wealth to our experience on tour. 

For example, you may be looking forward to a long-awaited trip to Pompeii, one of the most 
important archaeological sites in the world, but you can also look forward to a new exhibition 
at Herculaneum, showcasing the extraordinary organic remains found there. You may be looking 
forward to exploring the world-famous site of Knossos, but you can also look forward to a 
privileged introduction to the excavations on Kephali Hill at Sissi, where evidence for Early 
Minoan mortuary activity has been found near Crete’s latest Minoan palace to be discovered. 

You can be confident that Andante will take you to the very best sites there are to see before 
you knew you wanted to see them!
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From £1,995pp 

From £2,365pp 
From £3,725pp

Departing 15th May

Departing 19th June
Departing 17th June

Pembrokeshire’s long history is as colourful and dramatic as its landscape. 
It possesses a rich legacy of prehistoric and later remains intrinsically 
linked to its coastline. Its northern peninsula is untainted by the industry 
of our modern age and the ancient iron age field enclosures still remain. 
A landscape untouched by intensive farming provides an ideal home to 
many native species that have disappeared from other parts of the UK and, 
warmed by the Gulf Stream, its waters attract visiting strangers – turtles, 
blue shark and the occasional whale. From Neolithic cromlech to 11th 
century cathedrals, and bracken strewn hills to a sea faring trip to its outlying 
islands, we explore one of the country’s most captivating landscapes.

With its long coastline and rivers draining into the North Sea, East 
Anglia was a kingdom particularly suited to maritime communication, 
and an almost island-like territory itself on England’s east coast. Famous 
for its vast flatlands punctuated by the occasional spire or windmill, its 
sweeping views, long beaches and abundant wildlife, we discover some 
of the area’s many delights from the watery Broads to the royal burial 
grounds at Sutton Hoo, and Binham Priory, a hidden gem in a quiet 
corner of North Norfolk.

The islands beyond the northernmost tip of Scotland glory in some of 
the most beautiful and rugged landscapes in the world. For more than 
5,000 years they have been home to farmers and fishermen, who left 
monuments so impressive that this has been called an archaeologists’ 
paradise. During the Neolithic and Early Bronze Age, the people of 
Orkney and Shetland were among the first in Britain to begin building 
Megalithic chamber tombs and later henge monuments. The islands 
are also blessed with an extraordinary natural beauty. This tour was 
recently named as one of The Times’ Best Cultural Holidays for 2022. 

A R C H A E O L O G Y  &  W I L D L I F E  O F 
T H E  P E M B R O K E S H I R E  C O A S T
Exploring the wild, wild west

A R C H A E O L O G Y  &  
W I L D L I F E  O F  E A S T  A N G L I A
From the Broads to Sutton Hoo

O R K N E Y  &  S H E T L A N D
From standing stones to chambered cairns

6 DAYS

7 DAYS
11 DAYS

Led by Mark Corney
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/apem

Led by Oliver Gilkes
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aean

Led by Peter Yeoman
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aoas

E A R L Y  M I D D L E  A G E S
Prehistor &
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From £2,885pp Departing 18th April 
& 30th May

Famed for its caves, the Dordogne Valley has some of the earliest and finest 
examples of prehistoric cave art. That’s not all, on this trip to rural France 
you’ll discover picturesque villages, sensational cuisine and a wealth of history. 
Vividly brought to life in ochre and charcoal are wild animals and human 
figures up to 30,000 years old. Our Guide Lecturer's tell the story of the art, its 
discovery and what is known of the people who created it. We will see some 
of the world famous rock art sites – taking you as close as it is possible to 
get to the lives of our most remote Ice Age ancestors. Highlight's of our tour 
include the UNESCO-listed cave system at Grotte de Rouffignac and a visit to  
the newly established Lascaux IV centre where we will discover images from 
the world-famous painted cave of Lascaux. 

D O R D O G N E  C A V E  A R T
Explore a range of stunning prehistoric cave sites

6 DAYS

Led by Dr Paul Bahn in April & Dr Rob Dinnis in May
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/ador

From £2,995pp Departing 19th June

Decorated 15-35,000 years ago, the caves of Altamira still display some of 
humankind’s first great artistic achievements. This is a unique chance to 
view the vivid images of horse, bison and deer that have come to epitomise 
Palaeolithic art. Throughout this tour, we will stay in historic towns nestled 
among the hills of northern Spain, which allows us to visit each of the sites 
on our itinerary with ease and also maximises our touring time. A visit to 
the Ice Age caves of northern Spain is a tremendous privilege. Where else 
could you approach original masterpieces of such immense antiquity in situ? 
Led by experts in rock art, for this tour we have secured special access to 
a selection of memorable caves and rock art sites. Here, we can view the 
images precisely where they were created.

R O C K  A R T  O F  A LT A M I R A
A close encounter with our Stone Age antecedents

8 DAYS

Led by Dr Paul Bahn or Dr Rob Dinnis
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aalt
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From £3,075pp

From £3,995pp

Departing 2nd April

Departing 4th April

Before the rise of Rome, the Etruscans dominated much of central Italy, 
including the Bay of Naples and the Po Valley. Their cities today are either 
abandoned or lost beneath the area’s iconic medieval and renaissance 
towns, but traces of their existence remains. Their great cities are today 
either abandoned, or lost beneath the iconic medieval and renaissance 
towns of central Italy. But the great necropoleis, the veritable cities of the 
dead that the Etruscans laid out and full of monumental tumuli, house 
tombs and rock cut chamber tombs. Our Guide Lecturer introduces hilltop 
cities, spectacular finds and lavish painted tombs. This is a fascinating and 
alternative view of Classical Italy.

Sardinia offers one of the richest and most fascinating standing 
archaeological repertoires in Europe. Known to the Greeks as Sandaliotis 
(“Sandal”, due to its shape), or Ichnoussa (“Stepping stone”), the island has 
seen Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians, Romans, Arabs and Catalonians 
come and go. Before them, the mysterious Nuraghi people left an 
astonishing plethora of wonderful archaeology. Like all Mediterranean 
islands, Sardinia offers a veritable palimpsest of archaeology, as different 
peoples who colonised the island over millennia left their marks here. What 
is more, like Sicily, Sardinia offers a breathtaking landscape made all the more 
delightful by its wonderful cuisine.

T H E  E T R U S C A N S
Master craftsmen of early Italy

T H E  I S L A N D  O F  S A R D I N I A
Neolithic, Nuragic and Punic Mysteries  
of this Mediterranean Island

8 DAYS

9 DAYS

Led by Oliver Gilkes
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aetr

Led by Farés K Moussa
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/asdn

M I N O A N ,  M Y C E N E A N ,  E T R U S C A N 
&  P H O E N I C I A N

Earl civilisations 

SAVE UP 
TO £100
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From £2,995pp Departing 25th April 
& 9th May

The Minoans are best known for their incredible labyrinthine palaces - the 
greatest of which, located at Knossos, was supposedly where Theseus 
slew the Minotaur. Our journey across these two beautiful islands will 
demonstrate the impressive architectural and artistic skills of this Bronze 
Age civilisation.

We begin on the stunning island of Santorini, buried suddenly during the 
cataclysmic eruption of Thera, which signalled the beginning of the end of 
Minoan civilisation. In Crete, we continue to trace the story of the Minoans, 
whose writing, organisation and ambition had a profound influence on the 
development of ancient Greece - and, thus, the western world.

C R E T E  &  S A N T O R I N I
Rise and fall of the Minoan civilisation

8 DAYS

Led by Dr Sandy MacGillivray in April & Dr Rita Roussos in May
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/acre

From £4,275pp From £2,855pp Departing 25th May Departing 8th May

Of all the Greek islands scattered over the Aegean Sea, the Cyclades 
have the most evocative mythology. The archipelago is named for 
its encircling of the sacred isle of Delos, the legendary birthplace of 
Apollo and Artemis but its surrounding islands are no less fascinating. 
The islands display evidence of settlement from as early as 5000 BCE 
and had a distinctive culture in the early middle Bronze Age. Obsidian 
(volcanic glass) was produced here and exported throughout the 
Aegean, along with lead, copper and marble. Travelling by land and 
crossing by ferry, we explore the best of the archaeology there is to see.

Enjoy a relaxed exploration of the sites at the heart of the Greeks’ most 
ancient and cherished myths, which record the change from the old to 
the new gods. Here Heracles, the ancient Greeks’ greatest hero, carried 
out the first of his legendary labours for his arch-enemy King Eurystheus 
of Tiryns. The trip concludes with a sea voyage to Athens, the city 
of Theseus who ruled from the Acropolis and unified Attica with 
the institutions that gave birth to democracy. A visit to the National 
Museum allows us to see some of the artefacts which once furnished 
and graced the sites we have visited.

T H E  C Y C L A D E S
Explore sacred islands and sprawling ruins

T H E  A N C I E N T  A R G O L I D
An archaeological treasure house

11 DAYS 7 DAYS

Led by Dr Christina Hatzimichael-Whitley
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aicy

Led by Dr Sandy MacGillivray
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/apes
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&  R O M A N S
Grees 

From £760pp

From £810pp
From £845pp

From £1,800pp Departing 23rd June

Departing 30th June
Departing 28th June

Departing 25th June

Colchester is filled with history. The first Roman capital of Britannia, it 
boasts some of the most important archaeological remains that survive 
from Roman Britain. Walking through the historic town, we find notable 
highlights that include the foundations of the massive temple of Claudius, 
the earliest Roman town walls, as well as truly exceptional mosaics.

Roman Kent formed the vital link between the often-wayward province 
of Britannia and the continental Empire, with the English Channel as 
the vital connective route between the two. Kent was not only densely 
populated, but was also the industrial heartland of Roman Britain – 
through to the mid-3rd century AD. This is a special behind-the-scenes 
tour of the region, led by Kentish guide lecturer Dr Simon Elliott. The 
focus is on the east of today’s county, with visits to two Saxon Fort sites, 
Reculver and Richborough. We also explore the Classis Britannica (CLBR) 
fort and naval base at Dover, as well as a two-day tour of Canterbury.

Villas were one of the major features of the Romano-British landscape 
and remain a constant source of both fascination and debate. Questions 
remain about whether they were farms or great houses and whether 
their owners were Romano-British or whether they were absentees. 
More importantly, perhaps, the place of these establishments in the 
life of Roman Britain is still uncertain. This tour explores some of these 
complexities by visiting Fishbourne and Bignor in Sussex, two very 
different examples of Romano-British villas. We will also visit Roman 
Chichester, the tribal capital of the Regni. Here we will examine the 
remains of the town’s defences, the public baths and the amphitheatre.

Hadrian’s Wall and the history of the Romans in Britain is as fascinating 
as ever. For those who wish to explore the former Roman frontier, but 
with less walking involved, we are offering this alternative tour. Join our 
expert Guide Lecturer on this unique trip from coast to coast, enjoying 
unparalleled first-hand insights along the way at stops that include 
Segedunum, the site of Corbridge and Chesters Roman Fort.

C O L C H E S T E R  –  
C A P I T A L  O F  B R I T A N N I A
Britain’s oldest town through the ages

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S  
I N  R O M A N  K E N T
Exploring Roman Kent, Canterbury, Dover and the 
‘Saxon Shore’ forts

R O M A N  S U S S E X
Visit Fishbourne and Bignor in the company of an 
expert archaeologist

H I G H L I G H T S  O F  
H A D R I A N ’ S  W A L L
Explore the north-west frontier of the Roman Empire

3 DAYS

3 DAYS
3 DAYS

6 DAYS

Led by Peter Berridge
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/ascb

Led by Dr Simon Elliott
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/asrk

Led by Dr David Rudling
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/asrs

Led by Mark Corney
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/ahah

SAVE UP 
TO £75
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From £2,705pp Departing 24th April
& 8th May

Nowhere in the world could give a deeper insight into Roman life than the 
dramatic seaside towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum. Before the eruption 
of Vesuvius these were thriving, lively seaside towns - Pompeii, a trading 
town equipped with many bars, shops and brothels, while Herculaneum was 
an affluent elegant town. Your expert Guide Lecturer will bring to life the 
ordinary people of Pompeii, Herculaneum and beyond on this fascinating 
tour of Pompeii and Herculaneum. This is an exciting time for visitors to 
these Vesuvian towns, as new discoveries are constantly being made, and 
new houses constantly opened up. Lose yourself in the past, walking the 
ancient streets in the footsteps of gladiators, slaves, senators and citizens.

P O M P E I I ,  H E R C U L A N E U M  & 
C L A S S I C A L  C A M P A N I A
Exclusive access to the off-site theatre of Herculaneum

8 DAYS

Led by Dr Simon Elliott in April & Dr Jamie Sewell in May
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/apom

SAVE UP 
TO £100

From £2,805pp Departing 24th April

This tour combines the archaeological treasures of the Vesuvian towns 
with a walking tour of the joyous beauty of the Amalfi Coast, which 
allows you to take in the wonders of the region in a new way. We 
alternate visits to Pompeii and Herculaneum with a climb of Vesuvius 
and walks along the paths which link Amalfi and its neighbouring 
towns and villages. We also take in the sensual delights of the route 
linking Maiori and Minori which is infused with the scent of lemons. 
This is a specially crafted tour for those who are as passionate about 
archaeology as they are about appreciating the joys of spectacular hikes.

W A L K S  &  A R C H A E O L O G Y  
I N  T H E  B AY  O F  N A P L E S
The ancient and natural splendours of Pompeii & Amalfi

8 DAYS

Led by Tony O'Connor
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/awab
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From £3,910pp 

From £3,265pp

From £3,225ppDeparting 22nd May

Departing 28th April

Departing 29th May

The Via Flaminia, traversing the Apennines, remains the best way to 
navigate through central Italy. Built in the 3rd century BC in order to 
facilitate the transport of grain to Rome, the Via Flaminia crosses through 
some of the most breathtaking parts of the country, from Rome to the 
heart of Umbria and into Rimini. Visits on this tour include Spello’s Villa 
of the Mosaics, Tiberius’ Bridge and the Aula Isiaca. We'll also explore the 
wonderfully preserved Hypogeum of the Volumni and the Roman domus 
at Assisi, opened just for us.

Rome is the pivotal city of Europe, a capital that has dominated the 
history of the last two millennia. Its famous, great monuments are 
accompanied by a host of smaller, more difficult to reach, or just 
hidden sites and monuments all of which tell their own stories about 
the eternal city. This tour will take you to some of Rome’s greatest 
monuments but also to some of its most secret, through tombs and 
catacombs, temples and villas – it’s a chance to see the imperial city 
from a new point of view. 

Dubbed the regina viarum, the Via Appia was Rome’s first major road 
out of the city and remains its most famous. It witnessed famous 
historical events, including the assassantion of Clodius. The journey 
up this road from Beneventum to Rome offers you a fascinating 
glimpse into the way in which Rome first subdued and then united Italy 
through roads, while taking us to spectacular sites en route, such as the 
amphitheatre of Capua, the spectacular Sant’Angelo in Formis, as well as 
the haunting remains found on road outside Rome.

T H E  V I A  F L A M I N I A
Venture through the stunning heart of Italy

H I D D E N  R O M E
Special visit to the Mithraeum of the Circus Maximus

T H E  V I A  A P P I A
Queen of roads

10 DAYS

7 DAYS

8 DAYS

Led by Professor Tony King
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/avfl

Led by Dr Andy Souter
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/ahro

Led by Dr Jamie Sewell
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/avap

&  R O M A N S
Grees 

Zero 
single 

supplement 
places 

available
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From £3,395pp From £3,925ppDeparting 15th May Departing 24th April

The wide lands of the Danube were the homelands to two great 
European peoples, the lllyrians and the Serbs. The Illyrians provided 
Rome with a series of martial emperors who collectively saved the 
Roman world, while the Serbian Kings established the shape of the 
medieval Balkans. The ruins of imperial retirement palaces such as 
Gamzigrad and iron fortresses like Krusevac, punctuate the countryside. 
This tour is a little off the beaten track, but the country’s wealth of 
iconic archaeological sites are not to be missed!

Follow in the footsteps of conquerors and cross mountainous 
landscapes in the two northern kingdoms of ancient Greece. Epirus 
boasts famous sanctuaries and monuments to victory, while palaces, 
houses, painted tombs and exquisite pebble mosaics survive at the 
Macedonian cities of Verghina and Pella. We travel to towering Meteora, 
where sky-scraping Byzantine monasteries perch on pinnacles of rock 
- built as a means to withdraw from the world, and we see the Roman 
imperial grandeur of Thessaloniki.

S E R B I A
Land of the Iron Emperors

E P I R U S  &  M A C E D O N I A
Ancient kingdoms of northern Greece

8 DAYS 10 DAYS

Led by Oliver Gilkes
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aser

Led by Oliver Gilkes
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/amac

SAVE UP 
TO £100

From £4,215pp
From £3,625pp

Departing 22nd May

Departing 2nd May
Embark on a modern-day odyssey to the sites of ancient Greece. 
Beginning in Athens, journey into the Peloponnesian hills, joining our 
expert Guide Lecturer as we trace the story of Greece from the Bronze 
Age to Classical glory. This will be a memorable trip for anyone who has 
ever dreamed of standing at the starting line of the Olympics, debating 
with Socrates or following in the footsteps of Hercules. Highlight's include 
the famous Acropolis of Athens, the well-preserved Mycenaean Palace of 
Nestor, and the citadel of Mycenae where we see the Lion's Gate.

The Greek and Roman cities of Turkey’s Aegean Coast were among the 
most powerful in the ancient world. The remains of these splendid cities 
are set in a breathtaking landscape of rugged limestone peaks, plunging 
valleys and olive groves, with the glittering blue waters of the Aegean 
Sea highlighting the distance. Each site we visit offers a memorable 
experience, but the star attraction is undoubtedly the special access we 
have to the Roman-era terraced houses of Ephesus.

T H E  P E L O P O N N E S E
Homer and beyond

T H E  A E G E A N  
C O A S T  O F  T U R K E Y
Special access to the Roman-era houses of Ephesus

12 DAYS
11 DAYS

Led by Dr Rita Roussos
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/apel

Led by Isabella Sjöström
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aaeg

SAVE UP 
TO £100
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&  R O M A N S
Grees 

From £3,955pp Departing 25th April

Basilicata and Puglia offer rich histories, both with outstanding monuments 
that date from the Neolithic period right up to the modern age. Greeks 
planted wealthy colonies, which were subsumed in the Roman Empire and 
later incorporated into the Byzantine Catepanate of Italy. While the Greek 
influence on the region is unmistakable, the Norman conquest under 
William de Hauteville in the 11th century left an incredible mark on the 
area, producing some of the most splendid castles still extant in Italy. 

P U G L I A  &  B A S I L I C A T A
Discover the extraordinary Sassi di Matera

9 DAYS

Led by Dr Jamie Sewell
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/abap

LOOKING FOR A
LONGER BREAK?
This tour can be booked 
back-to-back with our 
tour of Classical Sicily. 

From £4,055pp Departing 4th May

The largest island in the Mediterranean, Sicily arguably has the richest history 
of any region in Italy. The classically beautiful heart of the Mediterranean 
has been praised by poets and became the prize of countless cultures - 
Phoenicians, Greeks & Romans and later the Normans. During the Greek 
and later the Norman periods, Sicily was the creative centre of philosophy, 
art and learning. On this sun-soaked island, we find wonderfully preserved 
Greek temples, Roman villas and Norman cathedrals, including the 
Normano-Arabic churches of Palermo. We'll also explore some of the best 
preserved Greek temples in the world – and the most important late antique 
villa in Italy. 

C L A S S I C A L  S I C I L Y
Special access to the glittering Cappella Palatina

10 DAYS

Led by Dr Eireann Marshall
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/asic

SAVE UP 
TO £100

LOOKING FOR A
LONGER BREAK?
This tour can be booked 
back-to-back with our 
tour of Puglia & Basilicata.
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From £875pp From £925ppDeparting 4th May Departing 25th May

Everybody has heard the name Agatha Christie, the world-famous 
murder mystery writer whose works have been translated into at least 
103 languages. Few know the extent of her archaeological pedigree 
but Christie also spent two decades living and working on excavation 
sites in the Middle East, writing her novels and cleaning, classifying and 
photographing artefacts, many of which are now held in the British 
Museum. During this tour we focus on Agatha’s life in Devon. We meet 
in Torquay and explore the sites of the area where Agatha was born and 
lived in for many years since her childhood, and which she used as a 
source of inspiration for many of her books.

The second marriage of King Henry VIII would change the course of 
British history, and this delightful short break in Kent draws on the 
insight and expertise of your Guide Lecturer to tell the turbulent  
and tragic story of the early 1530s in the most fascinating way, with 
a particular focus on the life of Anne Boleyn. Join us as we view 
personal belongings and the bed chamber of Anne Boleyn at her 
childhood home, Hever Castle, learn more about the split with Rome at 
Canterbury’s iconic cathedral and visit Leeds Castle, ‘the loveliest castle 
in the world’, where Anne took her place in the court of Henry’s first 
queen, Catherine of Aragon.

A G A T H A  C H R I S T I E  
&  T H E  E N G L I S H  R I V I E R A
Her life in Devon and her archaeological pedigree

A N N E  B O L E Y N  &  
T H E  B R E A K  W I T H  R O M E
A turbulent and tragic story

4 DAYS 3 DAYS

Led by Peter Berridge
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aacd

Led by Dr Elizabeth Norton
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aabr

From £1,045pp Departing 30th May

The dramatic discovery of the skeleton of Richard III beneath a Leicester car 
park in 2012 was an archaeological find that made news all around the world. 
It also reignited the great debate about Richard’s personal character – was he 
a hero or a villain? Our tour is based in the town of Warwick, and will explore 
significant sites associated with Richard III, taking in battlefields, castles and 
churches and culminating in a visit to the King’s striking new tomb. It will be 
led by medieval historian Dr Michael Jones, who wrote with Philippa Langley 
the book on the discovery of Richard’s remains, The King’s Grave. The tour is 
a must, not only for Richard’s fans and foes, but for anyone interested in one 
of English history’s most tragic, bloody and colourful epochs. 

R I C H A R D  I I I  -  H E R O  O R  V I L L A I N ?
Discover one of English history’s most tragic, bloody and  

colourful epochs

4 DAYS

Led by Dr Michael Jones
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/arhv

T O  M O D E R N
Medieval 
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From £3,195pp Departing 19th June

Southern Spain, rich in precious metals, wine and olive oil, has attracted the 
attention of many would-be conquerors over the centuries. From North 
Africa came the Carthaginians, superseded by the Romans who built cities 
and criss-crossed the plains with 1000s of miles of roads. Then the Visigoths, 
fresh from sacking the city of Rome, built churches until they too were 
vanquished by the Moors. As Europe entered ‘the Dark Ages’ Al-Andalus 
flourished under its Moorish rulers who fashioned marvellous palaces, with 
arches, artwork and gardens that still grace Córdoba and Granada. From 
prehistory to the Renaissance, our tour progresses through the many ages of 
this vibrant, beautiful and fascinating region.

R O M A N S ,  V I S I G O T H S  &  V I Z I E R S
Pay a memorable visit to the legendary Alhambra Palace

8 DAYS

Led by Dr Andy Fear
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/avis

From £4,225pp Departing 29th May

The Tigris and Euphrates both rise in the mountains of Turkey and flow 
south into the Persian Gulf. The Fertile Crescent, arcing around the flat lands 
of Mesopotamia, saw the birth of agriculture and the first domestication of 
cattle, goats, sheep and pigs. Prior to this agricultural revolution, hunter-
gatherers built the remarkable temple complex at Gobekli Tepe. In addition 
to this we see the spectacular Roman mosaics in Gaziantep, rescued from 
the flood waters of a dam on the nearby Euphrates, and the gigantic  
late-Hellenistic statues atop Mount Nemrut.

C A P P A D O C I A  &  
S O U T H  E A S T  T U R K E Y
From central Anatolia to the Euphrates

11 DAYS

Led by Terry Richardson
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aeas

R A N G I N G
Wide 

SAVE UP 
TO £100
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From £3,980pp Departing 5th May

A small country dominated by great mountain ranges, Lebanon’s impact 
on the history of the Mediterranean is out of all proportion to its size, 
for here is a rich archaeological history to explore. This is the homeland 
of the Canaanites/Phoenicians, whose great coastal trading supplied the 
known world with luxuries, including cedarwood, spices and metals. Castles, 
churches, mosques, and souks recall the medieval period, when Lebanon was 
a battleground between the Crusaders and Islam as well as a vibrant mixing 
bowl of religions and cultures. Modern Lebanon is an interesting experience 
– Beirut is a vibrant, modern and stylish city with an air of affluence and 
'French polish'. 

L E B A N O N
Discover a wealth of history in this intriguing country

8 DAYS

Led by Tony O'Connor
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aleb

SAVE UP 
TO £200

From £7,355pp Departing 25th June

Mongolia was once the largest land empire the world has ever known and 
we follow its history across the open steppe to the Gobi desert. Our tour 
explores the wartime fortresses and capitals of Chinggis Khan’s Mongol 
Empire and their Turkic and Uyghur predecessors, alongside beautifully-set 
Buddhist monasteries of the past and present. We also explore the region’s 
lesser-known history, including the 8th century citadel of Kharbalgas in the 
fertile Orkhon Valley, a centre of political activity centuries before the birth 
of Chinggis Khan. 

Explore the national parks and wild horse reserves of rural Mongolia, still 
home to many nomadic tribes. Marvel at the Flaming Cliffs of the Gobi 
Desert and enjoy a comfortable take on nomadic ger camps.

M O N G O L I A
Archaeological treasures of Chinggis Khan

17 DAYS

Led by Professor Jean-Luc Houle
For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/amgo

SAVE UP 
TO £200
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 Cruise
    W I T H  A N D A N T E

There's nothing quite like the pleasure of cruising combined with our carefully chosen site visits. 
We see things differently and exploring archaeological or historical sites under the guidance of an 
Andante Guide Lecturer is very different to the usual cruise experience. Approaching sites from 
the water brings a whole new perspective to an Andante tour and we thoroughly recommend 
this mode of travel. 

Everything is practically on your doorstep as the vessels normally berth mere moments from 
shops, restaurant and places of interest, and you can indulge en route with a superb range of 
amenities. What's more, you will usually only have to unpack once or twice at the most, meaning 
you can immerse yourself in the history of your chosen destination the minute you arrive with 
no chores on the horizon as you move from place to place. We have both ocean and river cruises 
available, both of which offer unique ways to explore the sites and stories promised by each 
carefully crafted itinerary.
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17 DAYS From £6,365pp Departing 30th April

E G Y P T  - 
C R U I S I N G  T H E  N I L E  - 
C A I R O  T O  A S W A N

This leisurely cruise is perfect for those who are looking for an in-depth 
exploration of the sights that line the River Nile. You’ll glide along a distance 
of approximately 600 miles between Cairo and Aswan, on a journey that 
includes a stretch of the river that has only been reopened for a few years. 
Travelling by way of water, we can take you to a range of little-known and 
rarely visited sites that most tourists typically miss. Along with a ride aboard a 
traditional felucca, there will also be tours of Egypt’s most iconic sites.

Led by Dr Elizabeth Bloxam   |   For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aegc

9 DAYS

E X P L O R I N G  T H E 
A R C H A E O L O G Y 
O F  T H E  R H Ô N E

From £4,495pp Departing 30th May

The Rhône was the major conduit of culture in France in Antiquity, transmitting 
Hellenic culture from Marseille, founded by Greeks in 600 BC, to the cities 
along the historic river. This special cruise examines the role the river played in 
the ancient world as a channel of trade and culture, exploring the important 
coloniae of Lugdunum, Lyon, and Vienne and the stunning Roman cities in 
Provence. This is an exceptional tour which combines the comfort of a cruise 
with a series of the most important archaeological and historical sites in France.

Led by John Shepherd   |   For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/arnc

8 DAYS From £3,295pp Departing 22nd June

Called the Baetis in the Roman period, the Guadalquivir is the most 
important river in Spain, not just because it is the country’s only navigable 
river but because it flows through Andalucia, the heartbeat of Iberian 
history. The Guadiana, in turn, meets the Guadalquivir at the Gulf of Cadiz, 
thereby linking the historically rich Andalucia with the Algarve. This cruise 
allows you to explore the richness of Iberian history while meandering up 
two important rivers which allowed it to happen.

M O O R I S H  W O N D E R S 
O F  T H E  G U A D A L Q U A V I R 
&  G U A D I A N A

Led by Dr Doru Bogdan   |   For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/aggc

8 DAYS From £3,395pp Departing 21st June

We journey along the limpid Dalmatian coast and explore its historical and 
cultural jewels. Visit islands and coastal cities that have been shaped since 
antiquity, including the atmospheric Hvar with its medieval walls and well-
preserved urban landscape that owes so much to its Venetian period, and 
Korčula, founded by Corcyra in the 6th century BC. The charm of the Dalmatia 
is its multi-layered history and exploring it aboard the MS Belle de L’Adriatique 
allows us to appreciate this magnificent coast the way it should be.

C R U I S I N G 
A N C I E N T  D A L M A T I A

Led by John Shepherd   |   For full details of this tour visit andantetravels.co.uk/adcc
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ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY, 
CALL :   0 1722 67 1  107

OR VISIT :  a n d a n te t rave l s . co . u k / b ro c h u re - re q u e s t

We are delighted to reveal our brand new 3rd edition brochure for 2023. Within its pages, you’ll find expert-led 
tours to fascinating destinations around the world along with our exciting new programme of ocean and river 
cruises, and even a few new land-based itineraries. So, if you want to make up for lost time with an ancient world 
adventure, take a look at what’s on offer for the new year and book your place completely risk-free today. 

You may also be interested to learn that our biggest ever range of cruises for 
2023 has finally arrived, including both ocean and river itineraries. Three brand 
new cruises have been added to our portfolio, the first is a twin-centre cruise, 
which explores both Cyprus & Israel, the second sails between Nice, Italy and 
Malta and the third takes us to Egypt where we venture from Cairo to Aswan.

WA N T  M O R E  C H O I C E ?
OUR THIRD EDITION 2023 BROCHURE IS  HERE

OUR CRUISE PROGRAMME IS  ALSO HERE

SET SAIL INTO THE ANCIENT WORLD IN 2023
Image: Camargue ©Damien Lachas
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